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Dean of Faculty and Vice President for Academic Affairs candidates - Archibald with
McArthur and Maisel.

Maisel and McArthur
are possibilities for Dean 's post

by Dave Scanell

Professors L. Sand y Maisel
and Robert McArthur are being
considered to rep lace Douglas
Archibald as Dean of Faculty
and Vice President for Academic
Affa i rs.
Archibald has expressed a
desire to return to the English
depa rtment after a five year
stint as an administrator.
Both Maisel and M c A r t h u r
arc regarded as well-qualified
for the post, according to a
random samp ling of faculty
member';.
Maisel , a professor of
government , has been a faculty
member since 1971 . He stepped
down earlier this year as
depar tment chair to accept a
one-year visitin g professor ' s
position at Harvard University.
He is currentl y in his second
year as director of the Colb y in
Washington program.
M c A r t h u r , a professor of
hilosop
h y, is now serving a
p
one y ear term as a visiting
fellow at Standford University.
He has been at Colby since
1972 , and has p erformed
various administra tive duties.
i n c l u d i n g that of Dean of
Admissions and Financial Aid
and Acting Doa n of Faculty.
Last year , he was reside lit
director of the Colb y in Cork
program.
Charles Bassett , professor of
English and American Studies
and a member of (he faculty
coi run Hi op th at will recommend
either McArthur or Maisel to
President W i l l i a m C o t t e r ,
exp lained that once Archibald
made it known thai he would
step down , a diverse facility
advisory committee was
formed to suggest a successor.
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Basset exp lained that such a
cross section was necessary
because the Dean of Faculty is
expected to address the
concerns of all faculty members,
regardless of the Dean ' s area
of personal expertise.
He also said t h a t the
committee is workin g with
some loosel y defined guidelines
regarding the type of Dean of
Faculty Colby needs.
Basset sta ted that there is a
general concensus that the j ob
of Dean of Faculty, unlike that
of the Dean of Students or
Dean of the College, should be
reserved for someone firml y
rooted in the academic - and
not necessaril y administrative world.
"He ' s got to have been a
teacher and scholar. He ' s got tc
have been an academician ,"
said Bassett. Mentioning the
fact that administra ti ve and
organizational skills will also
be considered , Bassett joked
that the new dean will have to
be "everything from a Moses to
lead us out of the Wilderness
to...I don ' t know what. "
After interviews with both the
candidates and discussions with
the constituencies represented
on
the
committee , a
recommendation will be made
to President Cotter.
The f a c u l t y c o m m i t t e e ' s
recommendation is not binding,
Ba ssett.
U p on
e xp l a i n e d
th e
consideration
of
c o m m i t t e e ' s c h o i c e , the
pr e s i d e n t w i l l m a k e hi s
recommendation lo the Board
of Trustees. It will make the
final decision.
Most observers interviewed ,
however , regard the trustee
vole as just a f o r m a l i t y .
"President Colter , in effect , will
have final snv ab o u t his
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r i gh t - h a n d - m a n , " said one
faculty member.
Maisel' s and M c A r t h u r ' s
names emerged last year after
the faculty was asked to submit
nominations for the p osition.
Several
were
p e op le
n o m i n a t e d , a c c o r d i ng to
Bassett, but onl y Maisel and
McArthur expressed an interest
in the position.
Bassett exp lained that the
faculty
had
informall y
determined at an earlier date
"not to go outside Colby to find
a candidate. "
Faculty members were willin g
to handica p the race on the
condition that their names were
not mentioned.
One professor summed up
what app eared to be a widel y
held opinion when he said , "We
cannot lose. The hardes t job
will be choosing between the
two. "
Desp ite a general sense of
satisfaction with the choices ,
some interviewed that there
were
marked
sty listic
differences between Maisel and
McArthur.
"Bob and Sand y aro diffe rent
peop le in many ways. Sand y is
overl y passionate , and such
over passion is good in many
respects. On the otherhand ,
quiet dip lomacy - one of Bob's
strengths •• is also desirabl e.
Whoever becomes Dea n m u s t
s t r i k e a balance b e t w e e n
passion and di ploma cy. Both
men are capable of doing that. "
Others expressed s i m i l a r
op inions about the disp ositions
of M c A r t h u r and M aisel.
"Some peop le find Sand y ' s
p e r s o n a l i t y to be a b i t
overbearing, and y et there are
others who regard l?ob as a Mr.
Mil quetoast. Neither view is
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Colb y College may get quite a
one-two punch of concerts this
semester, as tickets for the
October 6th Hooters concert
are now on sale state wide and
Student Activities officials are
in "contractual neg otiations "
with the management of INXS
for a concert date in November.
The Hooters were hig hl y
reputed for their excellent live
performance long before their
firs t full alburn , Nervous Nig ht ,
was ro'eased in late 1984 . They
go ', together while in hi g h
school in the Philadel phia area
?.nd their line up has yet to
change. It is comprised of Rob
H y m a n , And y Ki ng, David
Vosikkinen, Jon Li)ley and Eric
Baziliah.
The name , "Hooters ", came
about because they were one of
thv; first groups to use an
instrument called a hooter that
is part harmonica and part
keyboard. It is p layed b y
blowing into a valve and
p lay ing keys in the same
positions
as
a
piano
simultaneously.
This sound is unique to the
Hooters and was one of the
reasons wh y they have been
successful so far. N e r v o u s
N i g ht was a huge success ,
spawning such hits as "All you

Class qf' 9p
'by Betsy Kuller

Zombies ," a n d "And We
Da nced. "
After their first album and
tour , they took over a yea r oii
from p laying live. The recentl yreleased One Way Home has
alread y spawned a hit sing le
J ohnny B. " They have just
finished touring all summer as
the op ening act for Bryan
Adams in which they were ver y
well received . The chance to see
them at a small p lace like Colb y
College may be a thing of the
past by next year if Q?ic Way
Home is as successful as its
predecessor.
to
Student
Accordin g
Activities Director John Parka s,
about 300 Hooters tickets had
been sold as of Monday but
"hop efull y thing s will get
better. "
student
Mark
Enger ,
association social life chairman ,
also expressed his confidence in
ticket sales, saying, "we ' re not
worried about it. "
The concert cost Stu-A 517,500
and , with ticket prices for Colb y
students at $9.00 and SI 1.00 for
all others, Stu-A will have to
sell approximatel y 1700 tickets
to cover costs.
When interviewed about the
Hooters ' appearance , Eng er
said he had no comment on
reports of an INXS concert
later this semester. But Fa r ka s
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Here it is, the report wa V*
'
diversity
on
rowing
Colby s g
been waiting for . I'd tike to
The
increased
addition
campus.
introduce the illustrious and
of m inority faculty reflects
oversubscribed freshman class
Colby's growing commifrncriJt
v%ich was, by the way,
to expand ing our cul tural
matriculated from the largest
; awareness.
3,291
pool since 1974.
! Dean of Admissions Parker
app licants were considered and
j Beverage, who comp iles the
due to the fact that more
1 statistical records of the student
perspectives accepted their
was
body, beli eves that Colby 's
to
Colb
y
than
admission
having a
reputation as
474
freshmen
were
expected ,
;
"
tion is
"homogeneous
popula
enrolled.
' Ra ther than viewing this
based only on superf icial
. ..observations of the campus. H«
number as a calculation error
'
. remarked, " New students tend
by the Admissions Office, it is
i to tone down wha tever its
more accurate to embrace it as
j different
or
csp ec i a l y
a reflection of Colb y 's grow ing
conspicuou s about themsevles
reputa tion as one of the finest
at first, in an attempt to 'fit in.'"
ftrnall liberal arts colleges in the !
Dean Beverage added , "Th is is
na tions1 And, 1 m i ght add , this
u n f o r t u n a t e because most
expanded,
has
ity
j
p opular
;
'90
class
of
students here have v ery
so
that
the
,
abroad
interesting qua li ties about them
i
from
8
fore
ign
students
includ es
and can contribute enormously
countries, 2 o-J? which are
to the nature of campus life. "
Istavnbul and Pakistan.
So welcome to Colby, class ol
Nationally, the Colby class of
'91, may your years her e hel p
'91 hail from 35 different states,
with 13% from Mai ne and 34%
j you bring out th e best you have
i frotn outside.-of -New England. J to of fori
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No More
FACTS
What are Colby students curious about? I
don't think we are interested in the simple
FACTS anymore. FACTS, a five letter word
which describes the issues we have become
addicted to these past few years, leaves us
with a lot to cover, or rather uncover, over the
course of this year and the legacies we leave.
Fraternities were abolished four years ago.
How can anyone on today's campus miss their
existence?
Apathy has always been a topic of little
controversy and too much attention.
Commons, commons, commons. Give it a
break, how advanced were you at age three?
Tenure is a popular subject of discontented
professors. Isn't there something else on your
PHD'd minds?
Seller's feeds us...Let's be honest, how many
of us grew up on Chicken Rondelets and
Sloppy Joe's?
This is 1987. We must stop questioning
Colby's past, and start wondering how we can
take advantage of what is being offered to us.
Forget the FACTS and focus on the FUTURE!!
Carolyn R. Lockwood '89
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Colby 's soccer coach...?

To the EditOK

Preseason training in soccer this
a week.
last ed for
year
Appr oxima tely 40 uppe rclassmen
were participatin g and the training
was supposed
to be both
competitive and hard. The coach
announced that nobody had a spot
on the team. Theroretica lly thi s
meant that every bod y had a fair
chance to make the team ,
increasing the competition .
However , from the start , it was
obvious that the coach had his
favorites , and other players he
would ignore. He constantl y
encouraged and gave specific
feedback to his "boys", commenting
on thei r achievemen ts. There
existed a dass difference , whi ch in
my opini on ca used individual
competition and certainl y not
teamp lay ( I thoug ht soccer was a
teamgame , working together , but I

Electi on
result s
by Meredith Hart

On Thursday, September
17th, elections were held to
select tlie Board of Governors
for the 1987-88 Student
Association. The Board of
governors will serve as the
legislative branch to the allcampus student government.
Governors were chosen to
represent each dorm in the four
Comrnons by submitting
self-nomination forms and
candidate statements to the
Student Activi ties Office on
Wednesday, the 16th. Election
results and class figures were
gathered and tallied by • this
year's Commons Coordinators
Dana H odges and Mel i ssa
Bronz ino. The Coordinators
concluded that for Lovejoy,
Chaplin, Johnson, and Mary
Low Commons, the av erage
number of students who voted
was forty-five percent. Also, of
the governors elected, t here ar e
seven Sen i ors, ton Jun iors,
fourteen Sophomores, and five
Freshmen.

now realize that the coa ch has
another perception ). After a week of
preseason , school started and the
freshmen that wanted to tryout had
" one " afternoon practice with us.
We were 60 players out on the field,
too many, thou ght Serdjenian , and
the nex t day he cut almost all the
sophomores who had played for a
week in hope to at least make the
J unior Varsit y. The coach decided to
keep almost all the freshmen after
he had onl y seen them play a few
times. And by the way, how ma ny
freshmen made the 5 mile run
compared to the sophmores?
Certainl y not many, so wh y
Serdjenian do you have this run?
In my opinion it is a tota l waste.
Even the senior who won the run
was cut.
Is this a fair treatmen t? I do not
think so. The players that got cut
never had a chance to prove
themselves. We never played a
game , (11 vs. 11 SCR 1MAGE)
therefore he never saw us in action.
He has no due of how I play, bu t I

ELECTION RESULTS:
Chaplin Commons
Perkins-Wilson:
Beth Warbur ton F' 89
Pierce:
M '89
Chip Kispert
Quad:
West
F'90
Stacey Parker
F'90
Mary Siegel
Kirsten Sherman F '89
Treworgy:
Greg Gat li n
M '89
Averill:
Hilary Seward
F *88.
M ' 90
Steve Coan
Grossman:
M '88
Chip Smith
Johnson Commons
Drumm ond :
M '89
J ohri Beaulieu
East Quad:
Seth Cantor
M '91
Kristin Petterson F '90
Matthew Dumas M '91
Goddard-Hod pkins:
M'91
Peter Indovino
TOhnson:
F *88
Martha Mason
M '88
Michael White
Piper;
F '88
Karen Unde

guess I do not fit in with his Tjoys".
(I do not accuse the guys he favors ,
his
they should appreciate
favoritism ). However , it seems like
the coach was going to cut us
anyway, so why did he let all of us
attend this preseason. It was a waste
of time. And I fear that the coach
will do the exact same thing next
year with the sophmores. . Watch
out freshmen , the coach is
unpredictable.
I realize that the coach can do
whatever he wants , and have his
own selection of "boys " .th at he
likes, but the way he does it disgusts
me. He can, of course , cut any body
he wants , but at the time of the cut
he did not have sufficien t
qualif ications to do so, but as he
said to the reje cts in his so usual
sarcastic tone, "I am sorry to you all
as a group. "

by Nils Astrup

Lovejoy Commons;
Dana:
Greg Chronis
M ;88
Michael Marcello M '90
Paul Hgsterberg M '88
Kristin Sullivan F *90
Becky Whitehouse F '90
Williams:
Sam Tucker
M '90
Leonard :
Keith Patterson M '88
Taylor :
F*90
Lisa Bove
Heights:
Steve Byras
M '89
Carolyn Lockwood F '89
Sturtevant:
Ka therine Ro th
F'9 1
Marr i n er:
An i ta Dav i s
F' 91
MaryLow Commons

Mary Low:
Wendy Kennedy

William Aguiar
Coburn;
Jer ome Phillipan
Rebecca Zeilon
Foss:

Tracy Roy

Wayne Dougal
Woodman;
Jonathan Millard
la yne Holman

F '90
M '90
M '90
F '89

F'90

M '89

M '90
F '89
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Snyder p lans Colby
stop on media tour
by Gail Rutherford
Don. Sny der, a . Colby
Graduate who taught English
last year, living on campus with
his wife and two daughters,
will be back at the bookstore
this Friday, from 12:30 - 2:30,
signing copies of his latest book
A Soldier's Disgrace.
In a telephone interview
Monday afternon , Snyder
talked of his first non-fiction
work as "one of those stories
that wouldn't let go of me." It
started close to ten years ago,
in January, 1978, when Ronald
Alley, a veteran of the Korean
war, approached Snyder with
his story just days before his
death. Later with the help of
Alley's widow, Snyder was able
to uncover the truth about this
war veteran who, upon
returning home from the
Korean war , was imprisoned •
having "been charged with
collaborating with the enemy."

After eight years of often
strenuous research and writing,
Snyder describes what he found
as "a heart breaking story."
When asked if he would
attempt another work of
non-fiction , he seemed
doubtful, stressing his plans to
stay with fiction writing in the
future.
Currently Snyder is in the
midst of "media tour "
' promoting his book along the
east coast,in such cities as
Chicago, Washington, New
York, and Boston. Following
his brief stop at Colby, he will
be
continuing on
to
Philadelphia and Atlantic City
next week. Presently promotion
of the book is primarily focused
on radio interviews and
various newspaper articles.
Paramount Pictures had
recentl y comp leted the
screenplay and may soon be
looking for a director, however
when called, they declined to

comment. Snyder did mention,
however, that shooting of the
movie could start sometime
later this winter.
Although A Soldier's Disgrace
could potentially be the turning
point in his career, Don Snyder
is certainly not a newcomer to
the literary world, having
written numerous newsp aper
and magazine articles as well
as Veteran's Park, the first book
of a trilogy, which was
published last spring . The
second of the three novels is
projected to be released March
16.
With three books coming out
within twelve months, Snyder's
career seems to be rising at an
incredible pace. The author
does not take success for
granted, however, stating quite
honestl y, that he is still an
"unknown author ". The
incredible story unveiled in A
Soldier 's Disgrace could
change that.

Missed meal pla n is working
desp ite confusion
by Chip Gavin
Meal Credit Snack Box
Breakfast: $1.50 credit
9:45 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Lunch: $3 credit
1:45 p.m. -5 p.m.
Dinner: $4 credit
7p.m. - 9 p.m.
Colby's new Missed Meal
Plan (MMP) is working well,
according to Director of Dining
Services, Dan Eusebio, despite
a few modifications and some
confusion about the rules. The
MMP was implemented this
y ear aft er a campu s w i d e
survey taken last year in which
56.1 percent of students
supported a MMP. Slightly
more than i/000 students cast
votes in the survey.
A frequent misconception
about the MMP that has arisen
this year was clarified by
Eusebio on Friday, when he
said that once a student uses his
credit at a dining hall and
leaves, he may re-enter or go to
another dining hall.
"You can go back 16 times if
you wan t t o," he said ,
explaining that once credit for a
par ticular meal is used in th e
dining hall it cannot be used in
the Spa, but student access to
the d in i ng halls i s unl i m i ted
during regular . > eal hours.
He added tha* the popular
pract ice of eating in one dining
hall and having dessert in
another is "legal ."
The dining services director
denied that the.MMP had been
implemented to keep track of
who was eating, and there-by
keeping off-campus students
and students' guests out of the

dining halls, but "we've gone
for 23 years letting them eat.
Why stop now?"
Another common complaint
by students about the MMP is
the wait to order food at the
Joseph's Spa.
Student
Associations
President John McNinch said
Monday that the MMP "is a
good idea ... but now the pub is
so crowded it's like a fifth
dining hall."
Yet the crowds are just what
Eusebio predicted last year
when he estimated that about
10 percent of all the students
who dined during any given
meal would eat at the Spa.
So far, the fi gur e for th e
students using their credit in the
Spa is 10.3 percent but the
ability of the Spa to handle the
crowds was not predicted as
well.
Eusebio said that the lines,
which have created waits up to
45 minutes long just to order,
will shorten when the "novelty"
of the MMP dies down and the
Spa adds another computer
wanding station.
A second Digital PDP1153
wan di ng st at ion has been
ordered for the Spa a t a cost of
$260. Eusebio hopes it will help
ihe flow of hav ing to serve
approx imat ely 2,400 meals on
credit each week. Eusebio also
said the lines have been long
because he expected more
i nterest in the Da ily Speci als
wh i ch would b e easier to
prepare, but conceded that "the
Daily Specials aren 't catching
on."

"My thought was we could
say (to the cooks) 'you're going
to have to make 150 eggs,'" he
said. "I thought we could just
pump these things out like
cookies,"but many students like
being able to choose from the
menu and are using only part of
their credit, according to
Eiisebio.
Another reason for the long
lines at the Spa is because it
"obviously has better food"
than the dining halls, McNinch
said..
Eusebio disagreed, saying,
"I've heard students say 'I eat
at the Spa because the food is
better', but if you follow the
truck that drops hamburgers off
at Roberts it goes ri ght up to
the Spa. It 's the same food ."
Asked if extending the 7 p.m.
until 9 p.m. credit hours at the
Spa was being considered to
reduce dinner time lines,
Eusebio said "At this point,
there is no plan to do that."
Eusebio and McNinch both
expressed concern about
students turning the Missed
Meal Option into a Skip a Meal
option.
"We proposed the thing and it
was passed by the students as a
Missed Meal Option...the
intent ion was not to creat e a
f i fth din ing hall ," he said. "But I
can't tell people wh en t o eat
and when not to eat."
Ref err ing to an i nci dent he
witnessed in the Spa, Eusebio
said, "You know someth ing is

wrong when someone buys $4
worth of gummy bears for

dinner."

The pass ing of
a pr ofe ssor
by Chip Gavin
The Echo is saddened to
report that Professor Thomas
W. laston, who retired at the
close of the 1986-87 academic
year , died following a brief
illness at the beginning of the
summer. A memorial service
was held J uly 17 in Larimer
Chayer.
The following article is
excerpted from an "A Truly
Gifted
Teacher " in
a
f orthcoming issue of the Colby
Alumnus, due out the end of
September.
In a preface to the articl. the
Alumnus reported that , in his
memory, his wife J anet , has
established the Thomas W.
Easton Memoria l Scholarshi p
Fund for the advancement of
teaching in the biological
sciences. Friends may make
donations
through
the
develop ment office.
When asked what the most
important thing he has done as
a biologist, Professor Thomas
Easton, who retired in May,
replied, "I've turned out some
good science students." Over
the past 27 years at Colby,
Easton has taught histology,
c o r np a r i t i v e
anatomy,
embryology, ecology, human
evolution , invertebrate
zoology, and the omnipresent
challenge, freshman biology.
Eafore coming to the College,
Easton taught anatomy at
Johns Hopkins Medical School
and spent five years doing
classified research for the. U.S.
Government.
In introductory remarks at the
faculty-trustee dinner on
Commencement weekend,
Professor Arthu r Champ lin
hailed the Brid gton, Maine,
native as "a teacher, a scholar,
a biologist, and a people lover
who happens to have more

Concerts
continued from page 1
said that contract negotiations
with the band's management
group "should be cleared up in
the next week or so." He did
caution that "we haven 't
finalized anything yet."
Farkas said that several
requests made by INXS could
prohibit them from accepting
the proposed concert date in
early November. INXS
requested to "fl y the lights" for
their show, m ean ing foang the
lights from the ceiling of the
Wadsworth Gymnasium. The
structur e of the gym ,' however,
canno t support th e wei ght of
the equipment according to
Farkas. He added that the
Hooters use floor stands for
their li ght ing an d h op efully
INXS will follow suit.
Two other conditions made by
INXS will also be difficult to
provide. They include a 60x40
f oot stage where the gym has
only a 40x32 foot stage, and
more power than the gym can

common sense than most of us
put together."
Not all of his students have
been so taken with Easton's
interests.
Champ lin
particularl y cited Easton's
multicolored chalk drawings of
his lecture topic while talking.
"Rumor has it that he draws on
the chalk board with his ri ght
hand while lecturing," said
Champ lin , "and erases
continuously with his left
hand," a habit that led one
student to grumble, "I really felt
like I was in Art 122 not Biology

122. " Another student
evaluation commented, "his
detailed drawings were a great
help."
The most
significant
evaluations of a teacher
sometimes are made years
later, and Champlin quoted
from a letter written hy a
former Easton student who \as
gone on to an academic career
of teaching and research in
anatomy and cell biology.
Easton, the writer said, "has all
the right stuff: sincerity,
interest in the students,
responsiveness, knowledge,
common sense, and humor."'
provide. The power request
would require a portable
generator to be brought in for
the show.
"If they won't ease on these
provisions, they won't accept
the contract date," Farkas said.
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Ha rold J acobson
p asses away

by Dave Scannell
Prof. Harold Jacobson, 56,
died Sept 3 after a year-long
bout with cancer. Jacobson had
been chairman of Colby 's
education program since
coming to Waterville in 1968.
Veager Hudson, a professor
of philosoph y and religion and
acting chairman of the
education program, fondl y
remembered Jacobson for his
"care" and "concern."
"It's not just rhetoric to say he
was beloved by a . great many
Colby students and alumni,"
said Hudson.

Marilyn Mavrinac, associate
professor of education and
history recalled Jacobson 's
respect for students. "He saw
students as partners in their
own education. He had respect
for student attitudes, ideas, and
opinions," she said.
Others interviewed echoed
Mavrinac's sentiments.
One student remembered
Jacobson as a "suprem ely nice
man and the consummate
education teacher... Prof.
Jacobson had an incredible
ability to put a class at ease. He
wasn't at all threatening. He
would never tell anyone that an
answer was wrong - even if the
answer
was obviousl y
completely wrong. He would
say something soothing like,
'Let me shape your answer.'"

The student recalled "one time
when I was sitting in the
hallway in Eustis, Prof.
Jacobson came by, sat down,
and asked my opinion about the
methods he was using to
present a particular series of
lectures. Never before - and not
once since - has a Colby
professor asked my opinion
about the way he was
teaching. "Mavrinac
arid
Hudson also praised Jacobson's
almost 20-year stewardship of
Colby's education program.'He
restructured the department
and the program that was
offered and kept up with the
changes and requirements in
the education field. He always
tried to offer . Colby students
something that was on the
leading edge. "
"According to Mavrinac, he
contributed a great deal to the
program by trying to combine
liberal arts with education. He
put a great deal of emphasis on
the subject of methodology,"
Hudson said.
Jacobson was also praised for
his scholarship on the
Holocaust. "Not onl y was
Jacobson trying to highlight the
plight of the Jewish people in
Nazi Germany in his "School
and Society" course at Colby,
but also he did a great deal to
offer that same type of study
for local teachers in Maine,"
Mavrinac said.
Phil Gonyar, social studies
department chair at Waterville
High School, worked with
Jacobson in preparing the
Holocaust-related curriculum
for secondary schools in Maine.
"He was a fine educator,"
Gonyar said.
Gonyar explained that the
Holocaust program, which
Jacobson introduced in Maine,
was designed to alert students
to "the full impact of the
Holocaust - not just the names
and dates."
"I know he implicated at least
25 or 30 schools in the state,
maybe more," Gonyar said.
Gonyar also remembered
continued on page 7

new saf ety and security vehicle.

by Sam Sharnik

Security makes changes
by Cindy Cohen
How familar does this sound?
It is ten o'clock in the morning
and the sun is shining as you
walk out to the parking lot to
get your car. However, as you
near the car the beautiful day
fades because you notice that
there is something definitely
wrong with it. It has been
broken into. You are both angry
and shocked,but you should not
be because this is a fairly
common occurence at Colby.
Each year, many students go
out to the various school
parking lots only to find that
the dark parking lots, especially
Hillside and Mary Low, are
prime targets for vandals and
theives. Each year attempts are
made to address the problen
and Peter Chenevert, the
director of Safety and Security,
hopes that this year's measures
will work.

This year, Colby's Safety and
Security will rely on bright
lights to keep the parking lots
safe. In the Mary Low lot for
example, three more sets of
lights will be added, and in all
three lots the wattage of each
light will be increased by almost
double.
Also, more lights will be
added to the Hillside lot, and
construction is currentl y
underway in Roberts to put up
several new light posts. In the
Hillside lot, which experiences
a great deal of crime, the
Washington Street exit will be
blocked so that Safety and
Security will have better
opportunity to apprehend
perpetrators. Other than taking
these measures, Chenevert
does not feel that much else can
be done.
Safety and Security is also
adopting new measures for
towing students' cars.

The first and second time that
a car is parked illegally it will be
towed to a physical plant.
There will be a charge of fifteen
dollars if it is towed during the
day and of twenty if it is towed
at night. The student will be
billed and has up to one year to
pay the fine.
After the third offense, the
student will have to discuss his
delinquency with the dean, and
after the fourth offense the
student will lose his right to

park on campus. Chenevert
hopes that this will cause
students to park their cars in a
more responsible manner.
In order to patrol the parking
areas, and to help to enhance
the officers' presence on
campus. Safety and Security
had acquired a "new" used car,
which was passed onto them
from , the alumni office. For the
pas.t two years, Colby has
continued on page 12

The Golby Crew Team
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Spa enjoys
po sitrve response
by Hal Crimmel
Scene
of
an
angry
demonstration in the spring of
1986 by students protesting the
illegal room search, and the
focus of much criticism in its
initial stages, the Colby Spa is
now enjoy ing a positive
response in its third year of
operation. The Spa has
undergone several positive
changes and still more
improvements are planned.
According to John Farkas,
Student Activities Director, two
of the most important changes
have occurred in the areas of
entertainment and food. For
instance, last year the Spa 's
entertainment bud get was only
$2,000, but this year $5,000 has
been set aside making it
possible for the spa to get
quality
entertainment
throughout the year. Farkas
indicated that the Spa will be
offering food specials that tie in
with the entertainment nights
so students won't need to go off
campus to find food and
entertainment.
The expanded menu has also
contributed to the upswing in
the pub's popularity. Farkas
singled out an "intensified pizza
program" as one of the new
strong points of the Spa. Under
the leadership of Spa Manager,
Fred Saul, who managed the
Waterville Pizza Hut for seven
years before coming to Colby,
the pub has implemented a
pizza delivery service and
developed the extremely
popular $1 individual pizzas.
The missed meal plan begun

this fall has brought much
business to the pub, as
evidenced by the long lines and
waits for food and drinks.
Although many students are
displeased by the long waiting
times, Saul feels that the
variety of menu items and cook
to order system that assures hot
and fresh food is worth the
wait. Saul added that a new
register and computer terminal
will be in this week to speed up
the service.
Another plus for the pub in.the
eyes of those 21 and older is the
continuing availibility of wine
coolers and Heineken and
Rolling Rock beer, making it
possible to liberate the spirit
before afternoon classes in a
pub-type setting. Saul hopes
that the Spa will become an
alternative to going off campus
for beer and pizza, eliminating
the risk of driving.
Spa management is hoping to
have cable TV available, but is
currently awaiting the outcome
of negotiations between Colby
and the local cable company,
which does not want to run a
cable to the school for fear of
student pirating. A decision is
expected within a month.
Although Farkas feels "the
Spa still has a ways to go on a
development- basis," he is
optimistic about the Spa 's
fortunes and its acceptance
within the student body. And
although beers can't be charged
to student IDs, this could be the
year where the Spa gains
popularity
widespread
throughout the school.

COOT: The problems of popularity
stuaent and faculty support; 3)
To introduce student to the
Maine environment; and 4) To
aid in skills such as teamwork.
While COOT participants
concur that the program 's
original formula remains
successfully intact, two serious
concerns have arisen as a result
of the program's enormous
popularity. First, is the
difficulty
non-COOT
participants now face in
adjusting to Colby life. With
70% of their classmates having
participated in COOT, this
minority experiences neither
the added social cohesion which
their peers feel from their
COOT groups nor do they
receive an introduction to
Colby from upperclassmen or
faculty until orientation.
Second, is the safety of
freshman partici pants. As
COOT has grown, it has
become questionable whether
trUe qualifications of COOT
leaders can be maintained.
Although COOT participants
remain optimistic about the
proeram, they too now express
concern over COOT' s rapid
growth, ribou Mountain
participant Amy Walter told the
Echo, "I think my COOT trip

by Mike Diamond
Freshman registration was
not as hurried this year,
orientations staffers reported .
Incoming freshman seemed less
affected as they preceded
rhrough the lines for their
forms and IDs. To onwatchers
it seemed as if members of this
freshman class alread y knew
many of the ropes at Colby. In
many ways,they did.
COOT, Colby Outdoor
Orientation
Tri ps,
is
responsible
for
this
phenomenon. The program has
replaced freshman orientation
as the normal introductory
point to life at Colby. This year,
a record 330 freshman (70% of
the class) arrived on
Mayflower Hill one week early
to participate in 29 excursions,
coordinated by senior Hope
Warden, throughout the state
of Maine.
COOT's founders would not
nave antici pated such great
success. The program began in
1975 with 18 freshman who
climbed Mt. Katahdin. Its
purpose was then fourfold: 1)
To build close friendships
quickly; 2) To provide inside
informationiimion Colbv through
¦
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was great. I got to know a lot of
people before I came to Colby
and really did feel that I was a
part of the college before I
arrived. Still, it would be real ly
hard socially for those who did
not take part. 70% of the class
alread y would have friends
[and would know their way
around]."
Freshman Rich Starets, a
Moose River "COOTER" said,
"Not going on COOT is a real
disadvantage. One girl [who
did not participate on COOT]
complained that people were
travelling in groups of 8 or 10
and there was no one for her to
be with. You're in a totally new
environment and you have to
have people to hang around
with. That's why COOT is so
essential."
For those individuals who
opted not to arrive on campus
one week early for a COOT
trip, the problem of isolation
from their peers is evident
according to interviews
conducted by the Echo.
Freshman Iris Kelley said,
" E v e ry o n e
(COOT
participants) cluttered into little
groups when they got back. My
roommate tried to introduce me
continued on page 12
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Malcom Forbes
at Colby
by Mindy Rohrman

It ' s . not every day that
m i lli ona i r e s arr i ve
at
Mayflower Hill in {.heir private

helicopters, but September 2
was one of them; for Malcolm
Forbes had come to visit Dr.
Harold Pestana, a Colby
geology professor whose hobby
is molding miniature lead
soldiers.
^^^
**!
Malcolm Forbes, chai rman
of
Forbes
editor-in-chief
and
M a g a z i n e , is an eclectic
hobbyist and collector of such
mi ni atur es; and he came to
W a terv il
le t o discuss the
possibility of buying Pestana's
hand-made soldiers for sale at
Colby' s Craft Fair. On display
was the Dr.'s latest set of lead
soldiers and a naval flee t
consisting of one four foot
battleship with a crew between
80-90, six small cruisers with
their own crews, and several
submarines. Forbes was
looking at the set as a possible
addition to his 115,000 member
collect io n in the For b es
Museum in Tangiers, Morocco.
Although a lack of space in his
Tangiers museum blocked a
sale, Forbes was quite
impressed with the fleet.
Dr.
Having purchased
'
y-work
before,
s
hand
Pestana
Forbes was accumstomed to
their historical accuracy and
painstaking attention to detail.

mmt^mmmimmsmsmmi^m

^Shortly aft er Harold Pestana
start ed mak i ng his own
soldiers, he realized there were
1,400 Br i tish i nfant rymen
stored in his attic. Besides
p laci ng an ad i n "Old Toy
Soldier Newsletter," he sent a
complete listing to Forbes. The
p ublishing magnate grapped
the opportunity to acquire the
Briti sh soldiers i n order to
counter a large set of German
soldiers he j ust purchased . The
next set that Pestana offered
for sale was again bought b y
Forbes and consisted of an
armored train like that of one
used in Egypt in 1882.
Harold Pestana 's designs his
lead soldiers for a simple
reason; in 1968 when prices
became prohibitively expensive,
he dec ided to mak e them
personally rather than give up
his hobby.
By 1972 Dr. Pestana had .made
his first molds by cop ying old
continued on u aee 15

I am running a series on unique summer
experiences to be part of the Features
section for the next six issues. Besides
exposing the Colby community to a
varie ty of student experiences , the
purpose is to show the depth, diversity,
and indi viduality in the student body-and
to a degree, reject the aura of homogeny
that pervades this campus.
by Chris Preston
Features Editor
Tlie following is an adaptation of a
letter 1 sent , to Colby art professors
Mr. and Mrs . Simon over the
summer. It deals with my
experience a s an intern work ing at
an art gallery in New York City.
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Simon,
I am writing to you from my
desk at M. Knocdler & Co., 19 East
70th Street, N.Y., N.Y. As I am sure
you can imagine, the pace is much
different here than it is in
Waterville; file this, respond to
that , call this number, research that
artist. Yet there is still enough time
in the day to read the paper and see
what news is making headlines in
the art world. But aside from these
interludes my tasks are quite
diverse.
One of my projects deals with
Christie 's and Sotheby's, the
auction houses noted around the
world for their multimillion dollar
sales in art.
And so potential buyers know
what is offered and its estima ted
prico, both companies publish
catalogs prior to each auction. Yet

the closest I have come to this
process is taping the auction results
to the inside covers of these
catalogs.
But 'although these trival
pieces of paper did erode my pipe
dreams of rubbing shoulders with
financial wizards , eccentric
entrcpencurs, and oil sheiks, all
was justified in the end. I learned
that Christie 's and Sotheb y 's
arrived at their estimates after
considering the prices of similiar
works sold previously, the seller's
minimum price, and the mystical
fervor that grips people during the
bidding,
Another of my assignments
brought mo into contact with LeRoy
Neiman; the artist noted for his
illustrations of athletes and athletic
contests. Although I worked with
people who sold and distributed his
prints to other galleries, they had
me doing a necessary but rather
monotonous chore; I pressed and
stamped two thousan d notarial
seals to certificates of authenticity
which a ccompany each Neiman
print.
What kept me going was the
insight I picked up on ICnocdlcr's
remarkable marketing strategy; a

Jim Sullivan, '87, and sophomore ,AlexandrdWyle, at homecoming.

Dean
continued from page 1
entirely accurate, but Ibelieve
there might be a tendency w ith
some members of the faculty to
put too much emphasis on these
characterizations. . I hope the
committee does not too," said a
visiting professor.
One
faculty
mem be r
cautioned against assuming
that McArthur might have an
advantage over Maisel because
of McAr thur's year as Dean of
Faculty two years ago.
"I am sure that Bob's
experience as Dean w il
l be a
factor, but Ithink both Sandy
and Bob are start i ng fr om
essentiall y the same position. I
think that general opinion that
McArthur has the gr eat
advantage is inaccurate," she
said .
Another professor pointed out
that the friendship that exists

and McArthur are personal
friends wi th Cotter. "I thi nk
that desi ra ble to have the

president in a position to know
the candidates personall y as
well as professionall y," he said.
Maisel was on campus last
week for a series of interviews
w i th the select ion committee

THE FAR SIDE

and others who deal on a

regular basis with the Dean of
Faculty. Attempts to contact
Maisel for an interview were
unsuccessful.
McArthur is scheduled to visit
Colby for a similar round of
interviews in October.

By GARY LARSON

I

between Maisel and McArthur

guard s against "hard feelings
that could result after one of
these things.
"Bob and Sandy are good
friends. Each realizes that the
other is well-qualified to do a
good j ob. There won't be any
noticeable hard feelings when
this is over, " he said.
Some faculty members also
alluded to the fact that Maisel

dependent
upon
strateg y
monopolizing the Neiman market.
It was a system which obligates
contracted galleries to purchase a
certain number of Neiman prints
from Knocdler each year.
Researching contemporary
artist Prank Stella was another task.
A painter curren tly represented by
Knoedler's, the gallery is gathering
information for a catalog raisonne
of his works. My assignment was to
read through all the Christie's and
Sotheby's auction catalogs over the
last ten years to discover what
Stella 's were sold and for how
Unavoidably, I
much .
scrutinized his breakthroughs and
innovations over tho last decade ,
For such work made me
understand why his current three
dimensional paintings are a
pioneering force in the New York
art scene.
I was also involved in a
different aspect of research;
correspondence, I received several
letters each day from museums and
private collectors with questions
concerning provenance, a term
used to describe the information
which authenti cates a painting 's,

con tinued from page 9

The committee to decide whether
spawning should be taught in school.
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I don't Buv it Biden

by Christine Gilman

For what it' s worth
by Gerry Hadden
Wecome back..
It's Fall again up on our hill
and "Bye bye have a great summer what are you doing for
work where are you living next
year I'll get your address before
you leave take care" has been
put on the shelf,replaced by "Hi
great to see ya how was your
summer I can't believe we're
back who's your roommate I'll
stop by wait where are you living again." And so it goes.
The obligatory verbal ping
pong.
But it really is nice to be back
and to see old friends again. In
fact, seeing familiar faces was
the only thing that made the
cattle car that was this year's
registration bearable. Granted,
such a process is inherent cumbersome and lengthy, but substantial time could have been
saved, both for students and for
professors, if the I.D. card fiasco had been organized with a
bit more forethought. Many
professors were annoyed at the
time wasted due to the large
number of students who waited

i ivIiELlLfiftiS

number of students who waited
on line for their I.D.s before
registering for their classes.
Why not make it mandatory for
all students to take care of their
classes before jumping in the
I.D. line? Teachers do have
their own personal lives to attend to. And because there was
only one camera in use, the line
was mercilessly stagnated.
Imagine if everyone hadn't
bunched together, if we all had
stood patiently in single file.
Hands Across America. Yes sir,
I cut that line right up towards
the front and still had a
forty-five minute wait. I don't
know how much those archaic
looking Polaroids cost, but they
must constitute quite an investment to just ify the one to sixteen hundred student/camera
ratio. Lunacy.
And what of the aesthetic
blunder in front of the chapel?
In case you hadn't noticed (if
you own a car you surely have
noticed), the road that used to
run down between the library
and the church seems to have

BHnri

S COME ON DOWN AND
£
SAY HI!!!!!
We 're familyI
I
jMike and Leona Colby '6:
j
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By GARY LA RSON
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year that by taking out the
formentioned road, both campus and local traffic would be
substantially reduced on Mayflower Hill, thus enhancing the
natural beauty of the campus.
Great idea. It's no great hassle
to drive around campus to get
from Hillside to Lovejoy. But
why take out a road and then
turn around and slap down an
, eight foot wide strip of tar all
the way across the lawn. Gone
are my visions of a vast expanse of plush green, of botanical consistency. The path,
while off limits to cars, does
little to improve the appearance of the lawn. Perhaps the
money used to lay out the tar
path could have gone towards
another Polaroid.
But that's neither here nor
there. What I really wanted to
y
say in this issue was ...
^
Welcome back. _&?$&
&

Well, it looks like we're going
to lose another young
charismatic
democratic
presidential hopeful. Though it
may seem a shame that these
men have fallen in view of the
nation, it's by far better than
having them fall and take the
nation with them. For those of
you that may not be aware,
democratic presidential hopeful
Senator Joseph Biden has
recentl y been uncovered as
having a problem with words.
Yes, I said words not drugs, nor
alcohol, not extracurricular
women. Though plagiarism is
not nearly as sensational as
Gary Hart 's doings with
Donna Rice, nonetheless*
Biden's face and words (well,
so far no one has discovered
that they are not his words)
were p lastered all over the
front page of The Boston Globe
on Friday. Last Thursday,
Biden admitted that he
plagiarized parts oi a paper
during his first year at Syracuse
University's College of Law in
1965. He claims of course that
he did not intend to plagiarize,
but that alone makes me a little
suspicious, considering that he
copied not one or two
sentences, but five pages—one
third of the total length of the
paper. Are we supposed to
believe that he was innocently
synthesizing the thought of
another into a paper he labeled
as his own?

Another thing about Biden is
his statement as reprinted in
Friday's edition of The Boston
Globe. "I did something very
stupid 23 years ago. Little did I
know I would be standing
before the whole world
ackowledging the fact I did not
know how to write a legal
memorandum."
There 's
somethingfishy about claiming
ignorance of format when you
are in a research methods class
at a college of law and,
therefore, obviously have
access to some material or to
some person who could clear up
any questions that you couldn't
answer. Added to this, it seems
that of all places, law school
would not be the place where
plagarism would be casuall y
overlooked or rewarded as
Biden seems to have expected.
All right, enough of that. It
was 23 years ago. Which brings
up another point, nothing that
happened in 1965 happened 23
years ago. In my own opinion,
there is little room in the White
House for a man who subtracts
65 from 87 and gets 23.
All right, maybe lack of
arithmetic ability isn't reason
for persecution. What about his
repeated usage of the words of
others without crediting the
originators? As far as I'm
concerned, if he was truly
ignorant of the fact that words
he used in his speech had
already been used in exactly the
same order by Robert Kenned y,

AND COME TASTE
SOME GOOD HOME COOKI NG AT

BONNIE 'S
'< - v

coffee cake special

Weekd ays
Sot & Sun
BENTON AVENUE

6AM-2PM
8AM-NOON
WINSLOW

"Here are the blueprints. Now look: This Is going
to be the liberty Bell, so we obviously expect
that it be forged with great diligence and skill."

Jacobson

continued fr om page 4

Jacobon's long association with
the Wa t erville school system's
student teacher program. "We
regret very much that he w on't
be around to give advice to
student teachers," he said.
Jacobson was also active in
professional organizations. He

served as president of both the
Association of Teacher
Educator s of Mai ne and t he
Mew England Association of
Teacher Educators.
A nati ve of Stoneham, Mass.,
Jacobson received his bachelor
degree and his masters degree
fom Bowling Green University.
He earned his doctorate at
Harvard.
He is survived by his wife,
Helen, and two children.

From the round file:

The big payoff

by Emily Isaacs
While perusing Student Life
(one of many free magazines
found in the Student Center), I
came upon an advertisement
for an educational loan
company which shows a clearly
successful student smugly
leaning against his new BMW.
And then, in print, "THE PAY
OFF: Success is What a College
Education is all About." The
implication is clear: success is
equated with the acquisition of
a 40K car. Is that what it's all
about? Nothing else?
Well, although a whole page
of this magazine is devoted to
the topic of what you will "get"
from a college education, there
are no other symbols to
demonstrate this gentleman's
(and
surel y
fortunate
"position"
in life.
well-earned)
There are no phi beta keys
dangling from the mirror, not
any smiling family and friends
sitting in the car. There, I
caught you - a laugh escaped
from your lips at the latter; the
very idea, suggesting family
and friends as symbols for
success! What could I have been
thinking!?! Grinning friends
and doting family members are
symbols of contentment,
perhaps, but certainl y not
SUCCESS. Or, at least, not if
it's going to cost you the 60K
that a liberal arts education
now requires.
If the advertising agency for
this loan company has done its
job, we can assume that this is
an accura te reflection of the
current desires of the average
student in higher education,
and likewise, of the Colb y
student. Or else, perhaps, this is
the attitude that students feel
they must have. Few are
unaware of the great cost of
their education (even the best of
parents who can pay the whole
sum understand the value of
pointing out the momentous
cost to their child on occasion)
and, after writing at least eight
checks over four years (equal to
one and a half BMWs), it is
hard not to find your mind

byjared

fixated on a "return " in the
same form (money).
But even if you can justif y to
yourself such an expense and
think you can be satisfied with a
non-lucrative career, you-still
have to face your principal
benefactors (mom and dad).
Somehow, it seems a little
harsh to say to the 'rents after
graduation day, "Gee, thanks,
I've had a reall y broadening
experience, folks. But if your
don't mind, I'll skip the career
for ten, twenty years. Ri ght
now I think I'll just head for the
hills and find myself." So, while
on the one hand I snub the
constantl y
stereotyped
economics majors who dream
of the MBA as well as the
BMW, it is understandable why
they feel so compelled. At any
rate, at least they'll be able to
pay off their loans some day.
During this last weekend I
spoke with many recent Colby
graduates. Though I tried, to
hold my tongue during the first
minute of conversation,
inevitably I heard escape from
my lips the question, "So, what
are you doing?" or, when I tired
of tact, "Gotta j ob yet?"
The response was varied. One
woman (no longer a girl, of
c o u r s e)
half-smiled ,
half-blushed when she
answered she was in insurance.
A few were in entry level work,
others in "Development" or
"Human Resources," and many
were in Customer Provisions
Services (waiting tables).
But I am wrong to make fun
of these recent graduates; for
they, in sum, represent the
dilemma we all will also have
to face: big bucks vs. big impact.
The BMW or the beat-up boat
covered with
Greenpeace
stickers. Oh dear, there I go
aga in , making fun of this
serious and universal student
dilemma. Obviously my own
insecurities are showing; might
you guess that I am among the
4004 looking forward
in to
the
(dreading) ^graduation
upcoming months? You're
right.

The view
from here

Just some thoughts, questions
and observations...
Have you checked th e number
of Democrats curr ently in the
runn i ng for President? Pat
Robertson apparently IS going
to add h is nam e to that ever
changing list. Only i n a country
where Clint Eastwood is a
mayor and R onald Reagan is
the Pr esident would a
televangelist think of running
f or the single most imortant
off ice in the land. If he is elected
there are all sorts of questions

that come flooding to mind ,

many hav i ng to do w it h the

inherent conflict of church and
state , but one in particular
st icks in my h ead: Would he still
be on T.V. every sunday
morning? Let's hope that whole
si tua ti on n ever leaves the
hypothetical stage.
On the darker side of things,
Jud ge R obert H. Bork is
currently testifying before the
Senate Jud icial Committee,
defend i ng himself against
harsh criticism that says he is
not of. the calibur to be on the
continued oh page 11
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"Condomless sex is like
being in a tanker in the
Persian Gulf - deadl y ."

Weekends at Colby?
by Jen Riley
Is it Friday or Saturday night?
It doesn't really matter on the
Colby social scene. Friday and
Saturday , nights tend to blend
together in their sameness,
week after week with the
unending parties. HEY! All you
people out there who complain
abou t Colby social life, take a
good look around . Some day
you're going to be sitting
around wishing you were back
here. But right now you 're just
sitting here bitching. And, that's
valid. No place is perfect, and
Colby is certainly not any
exception. But it is what you
make of it.
When was the last time you
went bowling, played cards, or
went on a hike? These
opportunities are available not
only at Colby, but also within
the Waterville community. No
one is going to miss you if you
happen to skip a few parties.
You don't always have to see,
and be seen on a weekend .
Take a chance! Try something
for a change, aside from
¦whining. Go check out Railroad
Square, You Know Whose, or
even the Waterville candlepin
bowling lanes. You'll find a
good movie, some somewhat
healthy p izza, and a game that
pr ov ide s mu ch laught er and
amu sement. Both Railroad
Squar e and You Kn ow Whose
provide good food , a nice
atmosphere plus the added
bonus of a movie or cards. The
Bowli ng lanes are not the best
in N ew England , but they offer
the same amusem ent and ar c
affordable. $7.10 can buy two
people three games and 11/2
hours of never-ending fun.
With regards to the Colby
area, have you ever gone on a
weekend camping trip, or an all
day hiking trip? Apple picking,a
walk through the Arboretum,
white water rafting/ or
canoeing? All these adventures
are out there. For the plac i d
and slow-paced people, walks
through the Arboretum, located

across from President Cotter's
house, provide a relaxing time
while viewing the incredible fall
foliage that comes so early to
Maine. For the more
adventuresome, the Outing
Club recently sponsored a.
weekend camping trip, (Sept.
19-^0), to Mt. Washington and
an all day l ike to Tumbledon.
These trips let you venture into

the wilds of Maine with
friends, as well as giving you a
welcome respite from the dail y
grind of campus life. Also
available is the Colby cabin in
the Belgrades which can be
reserved for the weekends,
don't wait until senior year to
find it.
continued on page 11
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Friends Collect
by Clay Parker

Artworkcurrently on exhibit in theJette Gallery.
by Dave Coleman

*'

Maine music

by ScuddexKelvie
visiting writer
A drummer in San Francisco
asked me recently if there was
any music scene in Maine. He
didn't ask "what's the scene
like?" but "Is there any?" YES,
YES, YES, there is music
happening in the area - barren
and desolate as it might seem.
There are several things to keep
in mind. First, Maine is a large
state with a small population,
so be prepared to travel to
catch the hot acts. Second,
because the population is small,
the scene is small. Finally,there
is no large, cosmopolitan
context for cosmopolitan music.
If y ou want to se e a
Boston-based Top 40 band, go
to Boston or wait for Colby to
bring one up. What is offered is
a good selection of Blues, Jazz,
Country, an d Folk, as well as a
pure strain of Rock & Roll tha t
was not sold out to the pop
culture.
So here's a quick guide to
Maine music. In Waterville, T.
iwwi wwiwwwww

^

Woody's offers a standard fare
of Top 40 and Rock & Roll, but
does occasionally book a more
interesting act. Heavy Metal is
rampant in town, the best of
which can be found at the Chez
Paree on Water Street. Watch
for Rosie, which I've been told
is the best local metal band
around. Silver St. Tavern
began booking bands last fall
after a hiatus of several years,
but has not actively pursued
much more than solo dinner
entertainment .
In Augu sta, The Senator Inn
recently turned their D.J. Rock
Lounge into a jazz club, called,
imaginatively enough, The J azz
Club. They fea ture a superb
collection of local bands,faculty
from the University of Maine
Augusta Jazz School, and som e
out of state names. The River
Grille on Water Street in
Augusta is a good place to catch
Blu es and R ock, and on
Mondays, Reggae w i th the
Dan i Tr ibesman, Maine's only
significant Reggae group.
continued on page 10
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When the Colby art museum
opened in 1959 it was at an
extreme disadvantage - no
acquisition funds were
available to the museum
committee. Unlike most
museums which could purchase
works of art, Colby had to rely
on the generosity of private
lenders to bolster its collection.
It was riot until 1983 that the
committee was provided with
acquistion funds to establish a
permanent collection. Today
the museum is indebted to the
donors who have provided
more than two decades of
unflagging support. The
current exhibit, "Friends
Collect", was born out of a
desire to acknowledge the
friends of art at Colby and their
crucial role in the continuing
growth of the museum.
the exhibit, a selection of
works from private collections,
spans roughly 4,000 years of art
history. The earliest piece, a

Caribbean
novelist

tiny ceramic head from the
Chorrera period in Ecuador
dates back to 2,000 B.C. and the
most recent, a pair of Warhol
prints conceived in the artist's
studio shortly before his death
in 1987.
Even more impressive than
the cumulative time-span of the
exhibit is the variety of art on
dispaly. Rarel y, for examp le,
can one view a monumental
Alex Katz Work and a 19th
century figure study in the same
room. The diversity of the
exhibit is clearly its most
remarkable feature.
Where other shows try to
unify the works with a common
theme, Colby's first-class
exhibit is arranged in a
chronological framework - a
somewhat academic approach.
In some ways this diversity
limits the visual experience of
the viewer but on a deeper level
it reflects man's compulsive
desire to express himself in
visual means.
In many ways the "Friends
Collect" exhibit can be seen as a

broad albeit incomplete
overview of the ,study of art.
There is such a smattering of
artists executing in different
media that the viewer gets the
impression that he/she is
flipping randomly through an
art history text only fixing
his/her attention on every tenth
page or so. Among the 124
works on display are examples
of old master drawings,
American impressionist
paintings, American Primitive
pieces, abstract expressionism
as well as the work of more
contemporary avant-garde
artists. The exhibit includes
(just to name a few) works by
O'Keefe, Elie
Georg ia
Nadelman, George Kolbe,
Bernard Langley, Francis
Bacon, John Sargent, James
Ward, Thomas Couture, Mark
Rothko, William deKoonig and
the late And y Warhol. The
Colby Museum is open Monday
through Saturday 10:00 am 4:30 pm and on Sundays 2:00
pm - 4:30 pm. The show will be
around until October18.

Jamaica Kincaid, a Caribbean
novelist and short story writer
from St. Johns, Antigua, will be
the first reader in this year's
Visiting Writers' Series. Also
reading in the series will be
such distinguished poets as
Charles Simic, Sidney Lea and
Carl Dennis and novelist
Maureen McCoy. Ms. Kincaid,
who publishes her stories in The
New Yorker, Rolling: Stone,
and The Paris Review, writes
astonishingly origional, lush,
sensual and dreamlike reveries
about desire and family life,
about mothers and daughters,
about the boundaries of
imagination, about gender and
race. Her work had been
praised by critic Susan Sontag,
who says of Kincaid's At the
Bottom of the River, "more
thrilling than any prose I've
read in the last few years by a
wr it er fom 'this continent".
Prize winning poet Derek
Walcot t says, "This book will
hum on your shelf, It is too
chocked with love to incite
envy, too humble for
NovelistJam aica Kincaid
|
admiration, and still too
Hl Trttrrnrrtl HI ittrti r -ffiM I Hl ia-^ffllum i i^iga
to
escape
startling
aspect of research;correspondence.
astonishment".
I received several letters each dov historians. I also mastered the
Ms. Kincaid lives in
trom museums and private
gallery's filing system and its old
Bennington, Vermon t, and a collectors with questions
invoice records, some ov er a
concerning provenance, a term
writes both fiction and
hundred years old.
used to describe the information
As you can tell from this letter,
non-fiction for the |Mew Yorker,
which .authenticates a painting's. my summer has beem quite an
wher e she serves as staff
experience. And only now is its
writer. She can be heard this E Such information entails previous
owners,
the
dates
it
went
up
for
impact beginning to sink in. In
September
28th,
ht,
Monday nig
sale,
and
the
various
exhibitions
the
looking back I believe I have
the
Room
of
Robinson
in the
painting
has
been
displayed
at.
free,
Admission
is
Miller Libary.
j : Answering these questions meant I accomplished all my aims; I wonted
to do something exciting and find
iTfWr—rlBIS ggg lBI^SSBl -h— LjJB had to pour through mounds of
out what it is like living in o city; I
information till I found what I wanted to work in an environment1
saw myself a part of in the future,
needed. When finished, I drafted
But though good times were hod,
trre letters, typed and moiled them.
This was some of the most I am not sure they ore worthy of a
continued from page 6
enjoyable work; I communicated career.I did learn a great deal and I
directly with the Brooklyn met interesting people; fortunately
Museum, the Clark Institute, the I discovered my attention lies
Guggenheim, and an array of art elsewhere before I graduate.

Summer

Guy Carawan
at
the coffee house

There are two "Jam" nights to
make note of in Maine.
Tuesday in Hallowell, with the
Wavebreakers; if you think
you're up to it, grab your axe
and go down to play. The
second, Raoul's Roadside
Attraction in Portland features
the Dani Tribesmen with the
Reggae J am on ' Sundays.
Wednesday nights at Raoul's
are noteworthy for Blues fans,
with the Redlig ht Review
performing weekly. Gino's,
also in Portland, is a hangout
for the Punk and Hardcore
sector. And for Folkies, the
Camden-Rockport area is
where it 's at. This is home for
two nationall y known , folk
artists, Gordin "Bok ind David
Mallet, as well as others.
But this is just a small sample.
To keep up to date, check out
The Sweet Potatoe , Maine's
magazine for music and the
performing arts. If you're
underage, watch for events at
the Portland Civic Center,
Portland City Hall, UMO
Auditorium, and the Augusta
Civic Center. And there are a
few more names to mention.
Fairfield's own Blue Flames,
The Rockin' King Bees, and the
Redlig ht
Review are all
smokin'. Country singer Kenny
Cox could put Willie Nelson to
shame. On the Jazz circuit, be
sure to catch J oy Spri ng J azz
Quartet , Scott OaMey Tri o, and
The East End J azz Quartet.

Tonight in the Coffee House
at 8:00 p.m., Guy Carawan will
perform songs and stories on
guitar, banjo and hammer
dulcimer.
Carawan has been working
as a singer and musician for
nearly twenty-five years,
usually playing at colleges,
clubs and festivals across the
United States. He has an
impressive repertoire of
traditional music from the
South and contemporary songs
growing from Southern
movements. In addition, he has
three recent albums: "Green
Rocky Road," "Jubilee," and
"Songs of Struggle and
Celebration."
Carawan and his wif e ,
Candice, have inspired many
victims of the "problem areas"
in the United States. Through
the appreciation of one's
talents, Guy and Candice have
helped these people gain a
"realization
of
better
themselves and their cultural
heritage. (Alan Lomax)
Those
peop le
who
participated in the freshman
book program would not want
to miss out on this treat!

Sheila Jordan

Sheila Jordan will perform
with Joy Spring Jazz Quartet
this Sunday, September 27,
1987, from 4-6:30 p.m. Sheila, a
resident of New York, has been
performing jazz since she was a
teenager in Detroit. Today, her
list of partners includes Charlie
Parker , George Russell,
Roswell Budd, Steve Kuhn, and
Carla Bley.
This Sunday she will be
offering some "solid satisfying
jazz ". (Peter Landsdown,
Worcester Telegram) . Her
performance with Joy Spring, a
highly acclaimed grou p itself,
will feature many jazz favorites
as well as some if her own
works.

The Fringe
On Saturday, September 26,
The Fringe, an aclaimed Jazz
trio from Boston, will perform
in Given Auditorium at 8:00
p.m. The band opens Colby 's
1987-1988 "Music at Colby "
series.
After finishing a tour in
Portugal, this group not only
has a new album running, 'The
Raging Bulls," but also has
quite a fovorable reputation at

Maine Music

many jazz festivals and Boston
jazz clubs.
With Bob Gullotion on drums,
George Garzone on tenor sax
and John Lockwood on bass,
this trio creates music that
"seems to be a constant source
of regeneration and joy." (J azz
World )
Admission is free and the
music will be exciting.

Performer Guy Carawan
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AUTfratffcaven, A%ffift
(Dxn*gla$S*rk, 195$)B$mins> ~ color
Themovie*madeby Douglas
Sirk were long' considered
marshmallowy-soft
melodtamasthat ono should
never confess to enjoying,.
Sumptuouslyphotographed in
greeting-card colors - and
doused i)n ,syruppy scores, Sirk
films weremattoee soap operas
designedto seduce housewives
oat of the home and into the
movie theaterby offering lavish
production values that 50s
bMck-artd-whiteTV could not
possibly maleh. Recently,
however, thesefilms l*ave been
reevaluated, with Sirk, a
foll ower of "avant-garde
dramatist BerMt Brochi now
considered « -self-conscious
artist who deliberately
exploited,1 exaggerated, &&d
ironized the conventions of
middle-class art in order'to get
at the conventions ol
mid'dlercksslife. In. All That
Heaven, „ Allows,, Y<**«g &X*
stars
as a
Hudson
Thoreau4nspired woodsman
who encourages $ timid New
Borland housewifeto breakout
of the social conformity
imprisoningher and therestof
her communiiy;-

View

continued from page 8
Supreme Court. Should Bork be
given the OK by the Senate, the
attempt by the President to
stack the Supreme Court will be
a success, and the Court will
shift dangerously to the right.
Mr. Bork is quite the
ultra-conserva tive, and has
some fairly radical views on
personal freedoms and privacy.
Another one of his pet peeves is
the subject of the legality of
abortion. He takes the subject
quite personally - in fact a little
too personall y. In the
estimation of many, he is a tad
too close-minded about things
he has a strong opinion on, and
tends to make decisions based
on personal philosophy rather
than the concept of legality and
justice. Abortion is not a
pleasant topic, but it's not
something that will go away,
legal or not. To make it illegal is
to send women back to the days
of self-administered abortions,
which is simply a health risk of
the most major sort. I hope I'm
never alive in a world where
the government would make a
decision with such obvious
consequences, in addition to
invading tho personal privacy
of its subj ects (although I
personally don 't have an
opinion on the subject of
abortion 's lega l and mora l

Mon., Oct 5 & Tfeeft , Oct 6: ,
failM ^ Hill (Vicente
,* '
Minelii/ 1MJ>
150 min$. - color ****NOJE: 2
pi ins*
30
hr s.,
WIDESCfcBBN**** '
0est4aiown as a director oi
Hollywood musicals, Mneili
(Lima's dad) made a series of
powerful 50s and 60s
melodramas concerned with
familial relationships
,.Charged
of Robert
performances
the
%
Mitcham and CeorgePeppard,
Home From The Hilt sot deep
in the south/ fa a Faulkaer&n
study of oedipai rebellion
againstpaternal authority,Bus
is a straightforward • bat
nonethelessbrilliantfilm deeply
affecting wlulealso a window
on the infernal structure of the
Americanfamily of theSfls, Mon,,Oct 12, & Tues,/ Oct 13:
MIMy Pafay (RobertFrank/
l9SS£" '29 iRfcfe.

Weekends

continued from page 8
Not everybody enjoys
tromping around in the woods,
so for you shoppers out
therc.L.L.Bean's is open 24
hours a day and is only 1 hour
away by car. A midnight run on
a weekday night can add a bit
of excitement to your life, let
alone to your bank account.
Freeport hours run from
approximatel y 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
everyday and the prices are
fairly reasonable, especially if
you happen to be carrying
Dad's credit card in your back
pocket. That credit card can be
the difference between buying
Ragg wool socks or a Ragg
wool sweater for the upcoming
winter months. If you wish to
venture farther, Portland has a
mall, which I know from
experience can provide you
with many stores to browse
through and many clothes to
long after .

implications). For the sake of
the next twenty years, I must
have faith in the Senate's
abillity to save the country from
radicals like Mr. Bork.
These have jus t been some
thoughts and observations on
the world as viewed from
Woodman 348 - if you have any
ideas to discuss, questions to
ask, or bones to pick, feel free to
come by or call x3093. Thank
you.
And in the immorta l words of
Mr.'Weil Young:
"What is the color when black
is burned?"

Swiss-born photographer
Robert Frank, a member of the
Beat inner circle,, shot this
"documentary"- about a
day~i»»the~life of New York
Beats shortly after he,
completed Th^ Americans, his
legendaryphoto bookabout the
rest of the country, Jack
Kerouac, whohad providedthe
incisive introduction to that
book, now improvised the
voice-over narration for Pull
My Daisyby listeningto p t zin.
hea dphones while fueled on
alcoholand drugs, •
Abstractexpressionist painter
Alfred Leslieco-directed,
Screenings willnormallybe:
Mon at 7#0 in Lovejoy 100

aru

Tues at &00 in L£
Tues s at y *M l» &e A-V
l^tojectionroom CAV).

except ML My Etoteff

sereningMon, Oct 12, will be
at 8:00 instead of 7:30

Colby alumnus enjoys homecoming fest ivities
Many different activities for
the weeken ds have now been
pointed out to you. Don't be
afraid of asking your friends to
go bowling, to take a walk, a
hike or to just spend an evening
sitting downtown at You Know
Whose enjoying the native
Maine atmosp here. If y our
friends say it's too uncool to
miss a party, find new, cooler
friends. Don't be intimidated or
con for med by the social scene
here at Colby. Life is not an
endless party after graduation.
Camping, hiking, bowling,
shopp ing...these events are
something that you will
remember tomorrow. Expand
your horizons. Realize the
opportunities available to you
before it's too late. I hope to see
you enjoying a game of
cribbage or at the bowling lanes
or on a hike soon. Maybe this
weekend?

Biden

continued from page 7
then that is an easily forgivable
mistake. But what about the
repeated usage of the words of
Neil Kinnock, the British Labor
Party leader? ' What really
bothers me is not so much his
original failure to credit
Kinnock, but that in his public
apology he admitted to using
Kinnock's words "only once,"
when in fact there exists video
taped evidence to the contrary.
Well Joe, all I can say is that
maybe we would have forgiven
your "little " mistake twenty
some years ago if you had in
fact learned a little something
the first time you got caught
thieving tho words of others.
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Coffee house
is in business
m

The Colby Coffee House is
once again open for business.
Coordinators Melissa Early
and Elisabeth Poole say they
are trying to appeal to a
broader audience by bringing in
more
performers
and
increasing the menu. The
performers will be both Colby
students and professionals.
Events which occurring in the
near future include Martin
Gibson, a professional guitarist
from Waterville, who will play
from 8:00-10:00 p.m. Saturday,
September 19; Dexter Harding,
a Colby freshman will play the
guitar and sing on September
25 from 8:00 p.m.-10:00p.m.;

and Gary Leonard will be
reading some of his original
short stories on Thursday,
October 8. These are only a few
of the events planned for this
year, so look for signs around
campus advertising other
Coffee House events.
The menu still includes
gourmet coffees, cappucino,
expresso, cookies and muffins,
but they have now added
natural sodas and ice cream
bars.
Melissa and Beth encourage
all students to stop by Monday
through Thursday nights from
8:00-10:00 which is when the
Coffee House is open.
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colby football:
by Lawrence Rocca
Last Saturday, on a cold rai ny
afternoon , in front of a lar ge,
homecomin g crowd, the Colby
College White Mules opened
their season the way they had
opened their previous fourteen
seasons. They lost. The defeat
came at the hands of Wor cester
Polytechnic Institute by a score
of 24-15. However, despite the
loss, there is a little reason to
compare this year 's team with
those of the past few years.
Consider the following: The
offense flirted with the 300 yard
mark , easily betterin g their
average of 218 yards per game
last year. The 15 points is a
marked increase over their 7
points per game last year and
also is more than Colby scored
in any game last year , the
Defense also showed promise
as the Mules allowed less than
200 total yards as opposed to
last year 's 208 for opponents.
There is a reason for the big
impr ovement , both the
offensive and defensive lines
are much better than last
year 's. Coach Tom Austin
stated that this year ' s offensive
line is "much improved and
definitel y more physical than
last year 's." Senior co-captain
center Toby Emerson feels that
this year ' s offensive line is good

Encouraging signs

and that the strength is
dramaticall y improved , he
added that , "last year we had
no one on the offensive line that
could bench press more than
315 pounds, this year there is no
one that presses less than that. "

Coach Serdjenian

is very

optimistic for his team. This
year 's team is " much deeper
than last season ." Sixteen to
seventeen people played in both

there was a lot of confusion on
the line."
Althou gh the line play was
better , there were some
breakdowns there as well as in
other areas of the team's play.
Austin pointed out the fact that

Colby Mules fall to Worcester Polytechnic Institute Engineers
by Dave Coleman

Men s/Women 's
Soccer

by Mike Schwartz
The Men ' s Soccer team had
their tou r of Vermont thi s
weekend . One which from the
start was determine d to be a
challen ge. The first game was
against Norwich. Throu ghout
the first half Colby had control ,
yet they only scored one goal
before halftime. Norwich
hardly crossed mid-field in the
first fifteen minutes. The second
half was a different story.
Fr eshman Er ic
Ru ssman
booted his second goal of the
game to give Colby some
security. However , before the
end of the game, forward R ok
Zajec, a letterman , put
in
Colby ' s thi rd goal. Pa trick
Clendenen , C BB all st ar and
captain of the team , only let
Morwich get one ball pas t the
goal crease.
As for the second game of the
weekend , Colby played t he
numb er two ranked team in
Mew Eng land , M iddlebury
College. Coach Serdjenian
sta ted t ha t t he pace was fa st
and both sides disp lay ed good
team spirit. Even thou gh the
sho ts
were
favoring
Middlebur y (22-15), the
excellent play of the Colby
defense kept the game tied 0-0
throu ghout.
Withou t doubt , it can be said
th is weekend was highly
successful for Colby, but wha t
about the rest of the season?

Emerson felt that the line 's
impro vement coul d also be
attributed to their familiarity
with the offensive system, "We
have
a
much
better
understanding of the blocking
schemes this year. Last year

games, transla ting to using five

or six substitutes a game. When
a coach can have that much
fa ith in his bench it alway s
boosts the performance of the
team .
One advan tage the team ha s
this year oyer last is there are

four players who played when

freshman or sophomores and
didn't play last season. Junior,
Kari Kon tu was out last season
wit h a broken leg, wh ile Rich
C al ichman , Steve Webb , and
Mark O'Donnell, all seniors ,
were abroad during the season .
Furthermore , to keep t he
upp erclassmen sharp ther e ar c
six t een fr eshmen playing
between the A and B team with
four of them already battling
with the Vars ity A team .
The next game will be away
a t the Universi ty of Ma ine,
Farming ton on September 22.
This Saturday at 2:00 will be the
firs t home game aga inst
Babson. This should be an
excellent paced game for those
who were on the team last year
and want revenge from last
year 's overt ime loss. The only
ingredie nt now needed is a
large turn out of Colby fans.

by Mike Freret
Comin g off a dismal and
disappointi ng year , women ' s
soccer had somethin g to prove;
to the school and to themselves.
A hug e influx of fr eshman
talent and the return of ei ght
sophomores had coach Dave
LaLiberty ' s mouth watering.
The ten freshmen who made
the team point to a hopeful
emergence of a soccer dynasty
at Colby.
The firs t stumblin g block in
the way of that dynasty
appeare d las t Fr i day i n t h e
form of a Cru sad e r fro m
Wheaton College. The Mules
were kicking themsel ves for all
t h e opportun i t ie s they
squandered as they lost 3-1 in
over time at Wheaton.
" I was plea sed wi t h the way
wc kep t the ball in their end in
the second half. We really
weren 't J oose in the first , and it
showed. But in the second ,
when wc got into our game and

got our goal, we looked good,
LaLib er ty said.
The inexperienc e showed
from the kickoff . For the first
half , the Mules seemed as if
they weren 't quite sure what
they should do or where they
should do it. Nonetheless , the
Mules did have the chance to
kick earl y. Long runs by the
w i ngs wh i ch should hav e
resulted in tall ies, only result ed
in fatigue , as alfthe shots sailed
wide. By the end of the half , the
Mul es had no thing to show for
their efforts but sweat , wh ile
Wheaton netted one to ta ke a
1-0 lead to the locker room.
Wha tever La Liberty said
dur ing the break did the trick.
Th e f i re li t und er the Mules
burned long and hot for almost
%the entire second half. But
desp it e endless hustle by Colby,
the only score came on a direct
kick on the 18. Freshman
Charlotte Recce launched a
rocket into the back of the net to

" we missed too many
assignments and had too many
penalti es." The two missed
assignments that stood out the
most were ones which allowed
WPI to score their first and
third touchdowns. In the first
quarter , WPI was driving and
had a second and long situation
from the Colby 34. The defense
ran a Thunder Stunt bringing
the defensive end and stron g
safety cr ashing throug h the
hole between tackle and end.
The running back, J oe Uglevich
(31-141-2TD' s), was there , and
he was able to break up inside
scampering .31 yards before
cornerback Afidy Ayers dragged
him down at the three.
Uglevich scored two plays
later. The other major
breakdown came on the first
play from scrimmage of the
second half. WPI had the ball at
their own 37, and quarterback
Greg Whitney hit split end Evan
Elkington with a perfect scoring
strike to put WPI up 21-2. Their
second touchdown came at the
end of an 83 yard drive that
may have come up short had it
not been for three Colby
penalties: a late hit, roug hing
the passer , and offsides.
There were bri ght moments
for the Colb y defense also. In
the second quarter , with WPI
continued on page 15

knot the score.
"I tho ught we were doing
okay condit ionin g-wise. We
have a very young, deep bench,
and the fatigue was less of a
factor than it could have been ,
but th e women were pretty
tired going onto the overtime
period ," LaLibert y said.
Seven minu tes into the first
15-minute OT, the fire which
once inspired the Mules was
extinguished by a world-class
boot which LaLibert y blun t ly
refers to as "just an incredible
shot. " The missile in question ,
launched from 25-30 yards out,
scorched the upper left corner
of the net, leaving Mule keeper
Leigh J erner awed.
The second OT saw the
alr eady weak ened dam tot ally
give way. A miss-clear by the
Mule s laft J erner han ging to
dry, and the Crus ader
nonchalan t ly put the icing on
the cake.
Despite the loss, cap t ain ,Lisa
Thomasetti is still optimistic . "I
think we could win some
gam es. I wa s pleased as to how
we played in the second half.
We have a lot of talent , and
they are young, bu t we should
be in it at the end of every
game."
con ti nued on pag e 3
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Optimism on the courts

by Mike Freret
To see the '86 women's tennis
season come to a close put fear
into coach Paula Aboud's eyes.
She was to lose five of her top
eight players, and did not want
to think about next season.
Last Saturday, the Mules put
their coach's fears to rest as
they dominated the squad from
UMO 8-1 at home. Aboud's
doubt vanished as she watched
three freshmen quickly dispense
with their opponents, and her
state-champion doubles team
return to last year's winning
form.
1am very optimistic as to our
chances this year," Aboud said.
"Yes, I did worry about losing
so many players, but I knew
that the players returning
would be able to raise the
games of the others. 1 also
hoped that we would get some
good freshmen and we did
that. " '
Senior captains Kate Walker
and Loren Haughes, playing as
the top two seeds, had little
trouble sending their respective
opponents home. Walker,
attempting to defeat the effects
of the off-season layoff, gave

away a few points to Maine's
Cindy Sprague before
eventually winning 6-2, 6-3.
Haughes, however, left her
pre-season stiffness in the dorm
and raced to a love first set
before slowing down to beat
UMO's Tami Fitch 6-3 in the
second.
Their success spread to the
doubles court where they
teamed up to defend their state
champ ionshi p. Again, the
Bear's Sprague and Fitch were
not match for the familiar
tandem of Walker and
Haughes. After giving up a
service break in the first set, the
Mules settled down to put all
doubts as to the validity of their
title by killing the Black Bears
6-3,6-0.

Aboud's new freshmen rose to
the occasion of playing in their
first
college
match ,
dismembering the games of
their
rivals.
Maryann
Hutchinson, playing third,
overpowered UMO's Kris
Settlemeyer 6-1, 6-1, scarcely
giving her chance to breath, let
alone win a point. At fourth,
hard-hitting Twisty Gogolak
was onl y sli ghtl y less

impressive, finishing her
opponent 6-2, 6-2. Grace Liang
was beginning to find her
rhythm when she sprained her
ankle in the first set of her
match at fifth singles. The
ensuing default was the only
blemish of an otherwise perfect
day. The sprain is thought to be
a minor one.
Huchinson and Gogolak
combined to make their
opponents think of taking up
golf, pummeling them point
after point en route to a 6-2, 6-0
rout.
"I do not think we were too
worried about how we would
do. Since we are new, I guess
we didn't quite know what to
expect," Hutchinson said, "but I
hope all the matches go this
well."
I was very happy with the
way that the women did in their
first college match. But the real
test will be against Bates in a
week. Then we will know how
good we are," Aboud said.
Eileen Kinney and Laura
Thorton rounded out the day's
solid play by yawning through
their bout with the Bears,
cruising to a 6- , 6- victory.
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This pas t week end at t he
Univers ity of Maine at Orono,
the Colby Woman 's Cross
Country team looked powerful.
They strided ahead of
Bowdoin,their rival division 3
team, and defeated them wit h a
score of 47 points. University of
Ma i ne, a d i v i s ion 1 team ,
plac ed f ir st ov erall wi th a score
of 25.
Coach Debbie Atkien stressed
tho i mpor tance of "start i ng out
conservatively, and finishing
strong." The Women's Cr oss
Cou nt ry Team accomp lished
this strategy very successfully,
and arc now ready to improve
their individual and collective

performances.
The first place f inisher was
University of Maine's Karen
Salisbury, a Fre sh man from
Skowhegan. Colby's number 1
runner Sophomore Jill
Volweill er p laced fifth overall
on this longer than usual course
of 3.6 miles, with a time of 23
minutes, 22 seconds. Also
finishing strongly for Colby
wer e So ph omore Deborah
Re bore , Freshman Clover
Burns, Senior co-captain Linda
Roberts , Freshman H i lary
Greene, Senior Deedra Beal,
Sophomor e Amy Shedd, and
Sophomore Valer ie Bryer , who
rounded up the top seven Colby

finishers for this race.
Al t hough this was onl y thoir
f irst ra ce of the s eason, the
team looks invincible enough to
mat ch or even surpass t heir
outs tandi ng r ecord last y ear as
Ma i ne Stat e C hamp i ons ,
defeating division 1 UMO, and
NESCAC Champions. The
Women 's Cr oss Country team
will be challeng i ng at the
Un i v ers it y of South e rn
Massachusetts inv itational the
weekend of the 26th, and will be
host ing the Col by - Bates Bowdoin meet here on the
following weekend . . Keep
watching, this year is going to
be impressive!
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Women 's cross country
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COLBY C.U.D.
Questions about your Wang or
Apples? What is the real story
behind the Colby blue light?
Time to send yOur roommate to
Madagascar? How does one
clean gold lame shoes? Worred
about Another Lnebrieted
Desperate Student. Does your
dog bite?
All of these questions/problems
and others can now be resolved
simply by writing to us. Your
letters will be perused,
reviewed, analyzed, and
answered confidentiall y by our
well trained, professional
conselors. (Drop your letters in
the C.U.D. box at the
information desk in the student
center) And remember - "If
telling your woes is a must,
we're the people you can trust."
The unfinished bar party - do
we remember?
-Quad 200
Nick,

How long will it take before
you can tell your roomies
apart?
Bob - take an aspirin.'
-Love Jane
Peter O. - When will you realize
you live on the second floor?
The Girls Downstairs
We don't have time to sleep but
we have time for other
things!?....
What kind of things?!?... ,
Lorin,Are you physically able to
answer your phone yet:
Or are you still "tied-up."
Paul - You're hot, so hey!
Brian
Which phone is ringing this
time? Pay phone or campus
phone: We know who it is!
The girls by the phone
Kristin
We're glad to hear that the
Window BED is comfortable for
two!
Single Bed Roomies
Mental-2 weekends down, 33
to go

The home for mutants gives an
innocent kitten brain damage.
Kevin-You and I are now the
lost wonders!
Love, Busy Beaver #2
C-I didn't get aids. Did you
keep the blond surfer out of
your room?
Lorin - Do younger men really
last longer? (us)
Mike Kelly-seconds heh? Way
to go backwards!
The Powerful 2
K.N. and R.B.
How high do you have to be to
lock yourselves out of your
room?
your other roomies
Mental Dave-any luck yet?
GO

__ ______ ___ •__ —-—

Martha
Where are your shoes?
Erik Alberich i miss you,bestandoverite babe
in the whole wide world!!! i
guess we should talk,huh?...!
i love you! - love,suze
200-Quad W.O.O.C.
Joe, where were you last Friday
night?
From the girl who was in your
bed (and you weren't), and her
roomies.
Scary Monsters and the Ansel
Adams window
Mate-we heard it ri ght from
the horses' mouth.
: Kristen
Do you prefer
Copenhagen?

Skoal or

Ruth
The Girls Quad would like to
Whose shoes were in your
apologize to the Guys'
Quad-Maybe next weekend we ': room?
us
will figure out which room is
ours.
NickWho was that alum , in your
I LIKE IKE!
bed? Isn't he engaged?
-Guess Who?
Martha, was he really balding?
Jen and Kristin-Way to Show
your assets
The Powerful

Forbes

continued from page 6
ones. He started the process by
using an authentic mold he
purchased in England a year
earlier. He then made a
two-piece rubber mold; a step
*begun by embedding half the
mold in clay and then pouring
rubber on top. After letting the
rubber harden for 24 hours, the
clay is peeled off and a parting
compound of thin wax is
poured over the solidified
rubber. When the two pieces are
finished, they are placed
together with a small hole in
the top to pour in a lead alloy
mixed by outdated type
machines. As the lead cools, it
expands slightly, and picking up
all the details of the mold.
Once removed from the
re-useaable mold, the casting is
"clcaned-up" with a knife and

IT'S 7:30 - GUESS WHO'S
IN CHARGE OF THIS PAPER?
- THE ECHO QUAD 200...what
an oxqpiisitaly BWg«&
thought f ! f
file and then hand-painted. As
Pestana's experience grew he
started changing their positions
and molding his own designs.
He models
the soldiers after the late
nineteenth century British army
army because he finds these the
most fascinating and the best
documented.
Devoting a few hours each
evening and slightly more time
on weekends, what started out
as merely a way of extending
his own collection, grew to
making Christmas tree
ornaments and sophisticated
sets which he sells at the Craft
Fair. He uses the income
generated by the ' sales to
finance his geological research
and trips to London's science
museums.

Colby golf opens with a win
by BryanCook
The Colby College golf team
opened its season last Monday
with a CBB win at Waterville
Country Club. A team total 409
bested Bowdoin by 12 and Bates
by a whopping 58 strokes. B.J.
Evans of Colby was the meet
medalist with a six over par 76
ed ging Bowdo i n 's Steve
Mitchell "by one stroke. Evans
was supported by Jon Robinson
and Bryan Cook who each shot
80 followed by Chris Tierney
with an 86 and Jeff Hartwell
with an 87.
Colby finished seventh at the
Bow doin
Invitational
homecom ing weekend an d will
play th e Husson Open and th e
Now England Int ercoll egiate

Championship this weekend
before ending the season with
th e E C A C qual i fy i ng
tournament on October 8.
Colby golfers are bolstered
this fall by four r eturn i ng
star ters includ ing B.J . Evans,
Chris Tierney, Jon Robinson
and Captain Bryan Cook. This
season' s tryouts produced
several prospects who will
h opefully give the team the
depth it needs in 5-7 positions.
Freshman Jeff Hartwell and
Br i an Qu i nn a s w ell as
sophmore Bill Evans and junior
Sean Murray will gi ve th e team
a chan ce to cult ivat e players for
tho future while seniors Jim
Bachand and Lou Jensen will
add their ability to th is years
roster.

Field hockey:

Prospects are promising
by Laurie Brown
Having ended the 1986 season
on a high note, the 1987 fall
season promises to be an
impressive, challenging, and
successful one for the Colby
women's field hockey team.
Coach Debbie Pluck feels, "this
team is the hardest working
group I have had in a while."
Coach Pluck hopes to surpass
last season's record of 6-4-1
and by the looks of pre-season,
her anticipations may be
realized. On Saturday,
September 12th, the team
travelled to Smith College for
Scrimmage Day, where they
withstood tough competition
from Amherst, Westfield, and
Trinity. The team beat Amherst
2-0, Westfield 1-0, and tied
Trinity 0-0. However, the
highlight of pre-season was the
ceam 's rousing tie of 2-2
against the top-notch team
from the University of Maine at
Orono.
Seven returning varsity
have
greatl y
p layers
contributed to the overall
maturity and experience of the

team. Three of whom are
senior tri-captains Melissa
Brown, Meredith Magie, and
Elena Stamoulis. Thirty-seven
players make up the varsity and
junior varsity teams with a
strong turnout from the
freshman
class.
Some
noteworth y players to watch
are seniors Joanne LeMarre,
Melissa Brown, and Elena
Stamoulis, sophomores Emily
Davis and Jodie Brown, and
freshmen Andrea Solomita ,
Nancy Smith, and Theresa
Sullivan. Pluck has specificall y
seen some great play by
starting goalie Lisa Bontempi
and
backup
freshman
Samantha Garrison.
"They are all dedicated ,
hard-working p layers," says
the coach. "There is a great deal
of depth on the team and
motivation from player to
player, and they are a real joy
to coach."
"We are psyched and ready
for Wednesday 's opener
against Bates," stated senior
:6-captain Melissa Brown.

Students intere sted in the
Spring 1988 Colb y in London
program can meet form er
students as well as Professor
Koonce , Director of the
Program
on
Thursday,
September 24 in Lovej oy 103
at 4:00 P.M.

Football

continued from page 13

deep in their own territory,
Whitney was hit and fumbled
into the endzone where
offensive WPI tackle Stan
Graveline fell on the ball.
Senior safety Dave Wilson, on
the defensive effort, said, "I'm
happy with the way we played
because we hit hard and were
aggressive, but I'm not satisfied
because we wer e scored on, I
won't be satisfied unless we are
not scored on. We can play a lot
better than we did- and rest
assured, we will." Sophomore
tackle Mike Eisenstadt, one of
the standout defensive players
along with Brad Lord, who had
an interception, stressed that
"although they were bi gger
than us, we wer e jus t a s
physical."
The offensive backfield had a
different look from last year.
Ba»k were fl eet of foot Brian
Cooloy (IS yard TD run) and
hard running Chip Kispert, but
Kispert was at the fullback spot,
instead of quarterback where
he was replaced by the mobile

and strong-armed sophomore
Chris White. White looked
brilliant at times, running t o
pick up first downs twice and
when, late in the game, he was
forced out of the pocket, he
connected with sure handed
flanker Joe Vecchi for a 40.yard
touchdown. White was
encouraged by the offense's
play but was not satisfied with
their failure to score from
inside the thirty on two
occasions, "We have to score
when we get inside the thirty
an d wh en we don 't, I feel
responsible."
Al th ough th e loss was
disappointing, Emerson feels
that the mood of the team is
opt i m i stic, "We hav e a good
team an d we're not going to
hang our heads gding into the
Ham ilton game." Hamilton
defeated Colby 31-8 last year
and 52-7 the year before. Many
of the players are looking
forward to erad i ca ti ng tho se
losses, and if Colby can correct
the mental breakdowns that
plagued them last week, fans
can expect a real battle at
Seaverns field on Saturday.
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